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Winston’s Varicose Ulcer: 1984’s Lesser-Known Symbol 

At the time of its release in 1948, George Orwell’s 1984 took a prominent place in 

English literature almost overnight. Orwell’s vision of a dystopian future in which citizens were 

under the weight of a cruel, totalitarian government terrified its readers. Once exposed to the 

novel, it is impossible for readers to deny its similarities to today. Orwell’s creations: Big 

Brother, doublethink, and Newspeak continue to make their way into the world’s collective 

consciousness; however, there is one critical symbol that is often overlooked: Winston’s varicose 

ulcer. This type of injury from which Winston suffers is defined as the “Loss of skin surface in 

the drainage area of a varicose vein, usually in the leg, resulting from stasis and infection” 

(“varicose ulcer”). The recurring presence of this ulcer on the ankle of our protagonist, Winston, 

is key in understanding the depth of repression that Oceania’s citizens experience under an 

overly oppressive government. 

In 1949, only a year after its publication, Time Magazine’s review of 1984 said, “any 

reader in 1949 can easily see his own shattered features in Winston Smith, can scent in the world 

of 1984 a stench that is already familiar” (Schwarz). Even then, Orwell’s work had only been in 

the public’s eye for a year, and it was already drawing comparisons to the real world. In the 

almost 70 years since that review in Time Magazine, 1984 has been read, analyzed, and ripped 

apart in countless publications and in countless ways; each author seems to be looking at the 
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novel’s symbolism in search for the most crucial of Orwell’s truths. 1984 has been posited as 

everything from the seminal example of apocalyptic literature to an exploration into how the 

novel acts as an extended metaphor for major corporations creeping into the worldwide economy 

(Vanderkam; Willmott).  

How could a small ulcer on our protagonist’s ankle possibly stand up to grand concepts 

like these? The fact is that the small sore on Winston’s ankle is not only significant; it is 

absolutely essential for fully understanding the depth of repression the citizens in 1984 

experienced. When one reads Orwell’s novel critically, it becomes clear that Winston’s ulcer and 

his agitation in response to it are anything but random. The ulcer’s presence, symptoms, and 

effect on Winston coincide perfectly (and not coincedently) with his interactions with Julia, his 

forbidden love in a world where true love is a crime and “relationships” are merely an 

emotionless means to create new citizens. Attachment is forbidden, and Winston’s ulcer is a 

constant reminder of this very reality. 

In fact, the first we learn about Winston’s ulcer is on the very first page of the novel 

when he is walking up to his flat. Orwell writes, “The flat was seven flights up, and Winston, 

who was thirty-nine and had a varicose ulcer above his right ankle, went slowly, resting several 

times on the way” (Orwell 1). Winston’s building is described as dark and dank with an 

enormous poster of Big Brother looking down on him. On Winston’s lonely walk up to his 

empty apartment, his ulcer acts as a physiological reminder of the same truth that emanates from 

Big Brother’s glare: you are alone and you live for me. As 1984 develops, the ulcer and its 

symptoms flare up at opportune moments. Specifically, it begins to physically throb when 

Winston decides to write words for the first time, during the Physical Jerks that Winston is 
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subjected to, and when he begins to seriously contemplate the potential power in the proles 

(Orwell 11, 40, 92). Finally, the ulcer finally begins to subside when Winston spends time with 

Julia. Orwell writes: 

Four, five, six—seven times they met during the month of June. Winston had 

dropped his habit of drinking gin at all hours. He seemed to have lost the need for 

it. He had grown fatter, his varicose ulcer had subsided, leaving only a brown 

stain on the skin above his ankle, his fits of coughing in the early morning had 

stopped. (Orwell 189) 

You see, to really understand how deeply rooted the government’s indoctrination of its people 

was in Winston’s world, you need only to look at his ankle. When he is alone and lashing out 

against the powers that be, the ulcer becomes almost unbearable. When he spends time with Julia 

on a regular basis, the ulcer all but disappears. The nature of their relationship gives the ulcer an 

even deeper significance in that it also comes to represent the sexual repression that Orwell’s 

society experiences. When describing the government’s bans on love and pleasure, Orwell tells 

us that “The aim of the Party was not merely to prevent men and women from forming loyalties 

which it might not be able to control. Its real, undeclared purpose was to remove all pleasure 

from the sexual act” (Orwell 83). Ultimately, after Winston betrays Julia and is successfully 

brainwashed by Big Brother, Orwell writes that “They had dressed his varicose ulcer with 

soothing ointment. They had pulled out the remnants of his teeth and given him a new set of 

dentures” (Orwell 346). Winston is a now a soulless, compliant product of his government’s 

torture and psychological warfare. Winston’s ulcer is now covered up with the soothing ointment 

of obedience, the only cure that the authorities prescribe. Winston’s ulcer is not merely a 
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character trait; it is not random; it is the most undervalued and ever-important symbol of the 

oppression Orwell is trying to make clear to his readers. 

To view Winston’s ulcer as insignificant or random is (1) to completely miss not only 

one of the novel’s main themes but also (2) to undermine Orwell’s mastery as a writer. One 

author wrote, “Scholars have also noted that the tortures Winston would endure in the novel 

mirror the medical treatments Orwell endured during his hospital stays” (Tyner 146). There is no 

doubt that Winston’s own physical breakdown mirrored that of his author. It is as if, as Winston 

looks in the mirror to see how much of his original self is left, George Orwell is looking back at 

him -- author and protagonist face to face. Orwell’s prowess as an author -- both his ability to 

create lifelike characters and to inject himself into his work -- means that he is more than capable 

of taking something as seemingly insignificant as an ulcer and making it a symbol of both sexual 

and societal oppression. To deny this would be cheapening the importance of 1984 as a 

masterwork of the 20th century, a title that the novel unequivocally holds. 

In one of 1984’s final chapters, after Winston has been tortured and brainwashed beyond 

repair and almost beyond recognition, he looks at himself in the mirror for the first time since 

before his capture. We’re told, “Here and there under the dirt there were the red scars of wounds, 

and near the ankle the varicose ulcer was an inflamed mass with flakes of skin peeling off it” 

(Orwell 342). Orwell uses graphic detail to describe the physical repercussions that come from 

living under a totalitarian government. In this moment of awe and self-recognition, Winston 

makes certain to tell us about the sore on his ankle, an injury that represents the oppression he 

and his fellow Oceanians are subject to. If George Orwell’s 1984 is to be understood fully, this 
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supposedly insignificant symbol should be studied with the same vigor and intentionality as Big 

Brother, doublethink, and Newspeak. 
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